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1High Pressure and Temperature Laboratory, Department of Earth Sciences, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands, 2Now at Université Côte d'Azur, IRD, CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur, Géoazur, Nice, France

Abstract Intergranular pressure solution is a well‐known rock deformation mechanism in wet
regions of the upper crust and has been widely studied, especially in the framework of compaction of
granular materials, such as reservoir sandstones and fault rocks. Several analytical models exist that
describe compaction creep by stress‐induced mass transport, and the parameters involved are relatively
well constrained by laboratory experiments. While these models are capable of predicting compaction
behavior observed at relatively high porosities, they often overestimate compaction rates at porosities
below 20% by up to several orders of magnitude. This suggests that the microphysical processes
operating at low porosities are different and are not captured well by existing models. The implication is
that available models cannot be extrapolated to describe compaction of sediments and fault rocks to the
low porosities often reached under natural conditions. To address this problem, we propose a new,
thermodynamic model that describes the decline of pressure solution rates within individual grain
contacts as a result of time‐averaged growth of asperities or islands and associated constriction of the
grain boundary diffusion path (here termed grain boundary evolution). The resulting constitutive
equations for single grain‐grain contacts are then combined and solved semianalytically. The compaction
rates predicted by the model are compared with those measured in high‐strain compaction experiments
on wet granular halite. A significant reduction in compaction rate is predicted when grain boundary
evolution is considered, which compares favorably with the experimental compaction data.

1. Introduction

Intergranular pressure solution, or dissolution‐precipitation creep, is an important mechanism of time‐
dependent deformation of rocks under wet, upper‐crustal conditions (Lehner, 1990; Rutter & Elliott, 1976;
Spiers et al., 1990, 2004). Its relevance is recognized, in particular, in relation to the compaction of granular
rock materials (Croizé et al., 2010; Gratier, 1987; Karner et al., 2003; Spiers & Schutjens, 1990; Tada & Siever,
1989), in shear deformation of dense rocks under greenschist and blueschist metamorphic conditions
(Elliott, 1973; Stöckhert et al., 1999), and in controlling the frictional behavior and strengthening of faults
(Blanpied et al., 1992; Bos et al., 2000; Jefferies et al., 2006; Karner et al., 1997; Niemeijer & Spiers, 2006).
Crucial for the operation of pressure solution is the presence of a grain boundary solution phase in the form
of an adsorbed thin film (Robin, 1978; Rutter, 1983) or of a dynamically stable island‐channel structure
(Lehner, 1990; Raj, 1982; Spiers & Schutjens, 1990). Numerous models have been developed to describe
the microscale processes that operate during pressure solution (e.g., Lehner, 1990; Shimizu, 1995; Spiers
et al., 1990), and the constitutive parameters involved have been constrained in a range of different labora-
tory experiments (e.g., Dewers & Hajash, 1995; Gratier et al., 2009; Raj, 1982; Rutter & Elliott, 1976; Spiers
et al., 1990; van Noort et al., 2008). However, many experimental studies investigating compaction by pres-
sure solution consider time scales that are insufficient to reach low porosities (<20%), being limited by the
relatively slow kinetics of the process. Studies in which low porosities are achieved report compaction rates
that fall orders of magnitude below values that are predicted by analytical models for pressure solution creep
(Niemeijer et al., 2002; Schutjens, 1991).

This discrepancy exposes an important shortcoming in our understanding of the microscale processes at play
and limits our ability to reliably extrapolate laboratory results to nature. As an example, observations of a
terminal porosity as seen in sedimentary basins (e.g., Ramm, 1992), indicating an (apparent) equilibrium
state, challenge classical views that treat pressure solution as a nonequilibrium process (Lehner & Bataille,
1985). Aside from the scientific conundrum, the uncertainty in the long‐term basin dynamics has immediate
implications for, for example, hydrocarbon production and wastewater disposal. In the context of fault rock
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deformation and earthquake cycles, time‐dependent fault zone restrengthening and fluid pressure buildup
in faults have been proposed to result from compaction by pressure solution creep (Angevine et al., 1982;
Sleep & Blanpied, 1992). Estimates of long‐term (centennial) fault zone restrengthening accordingly require
accurate descriptions of pressure solution creep over the full range of attainable fault rock porosities. As a
candidate mechanism for the retardation (and possibly arrest) of pressure solution at low porosities,
sealing/healing of grain boundaries due to surface energy‐driven mass transfer has been suggested
(Hickman & Evans, 1991; van Noort et al., 2008; Visser, 1999). Crack and grain boundary healing or sealing,
driven by surface energy reduction, has similarly been suggested as a mechanism for fault rock restrengthen-
ing (Beeler & Hickman, 2015; Brantley, 1992; Hickman & Evans, 1992).

Here, we develop analytical expressions that describe the evolution of grain boundary structure during defor-
mation by pressure solution and its effect on the rate of pressure solution. To validate the model, we compare
the predicted compaction rates with laboratory data on compression of halite‐glass interfaces (Renard et al.,
2012) and on compaction of granular halite provided by Schutjens (1991). We find that grain boundary evo-
lution involving increasing solid‐solid contact area with time can readily explain growth of contact asperities
as observed by Renard et al. (2012) and the reduction in strain rate observed by Schutjens (1991). Agreement
between model and experiment is improved further if the thickness of the grain boundary zone is allowed to
increase with increasing grain contact length scale, following a fractal scaling relationship.

2. Previous Work on Pressure Solution and Grain Boundary Healing
2.1. Pressure Solution in Theory and Experiment

In general, pressure solution in a porous rock systemwhere there is no long‐rangemass transport can be seen
as a series of three consecutive processes: (1) dissolution of material at stressed grain‐grain contacts, (2) dif-
fusion of the dissolved mass out of the grain contact zone, and (3) precipitation on the pore walls. Which of
these serial processes control the overall rate of pressure solution is determined by kinetics of dissolution,
diffusion, and precipitation, respectively. When it is assumed that only the rate of ionic diffusion limits
the kinetics of pressure solution (as is commonly the case for highly soluble materials like alkali metal salts;
Niemeijer et al., 2002; Spiers et al., 2004), then for the case of either 1‐D or isotropic compaction, the macro-
scopic strain rate can be described by the following analytical expression (Pluymakers & Spiers, 2015; Rutter
& Elliott, 1976; Shimizu, 1995; Spiers & Schutjens, 1990):

_ε ¼ Aε
ðDCSÞΩ

RT
σe

d3
f ðϕÞ (1)

Here, _ε represents the volumetric strain rate, Aε a geometric constant, d the mean grain size, σe the effective
stress (applied axial stress or confining pressure minus pore fluid pressure),Ω the molar volume of the solid,
R the universal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, D the effective diffusion coefficient of the ionic spe-
cies dissolved in the grain boundary fluid, C the solubility of a flat, unstressed solid interface, S the (mean)
thickness of fluid in the grain boundary zone, and f(ϕ) a dimensionless function of porosity (ϕ) which
accounts for the evolution of contact area and pore wall area during compaction. The rate coefficient for dif-
fusion within the grain boundary (DCS) varies with temperature and exhibits an Arrhenius dependence on
temperature, that is, takes the form (e.g., Spiers et al., 1990; Spiers & Schutjens, 1990):

ðDCSÞ ¼ ðDCSÞ0exp −
ΔH
RT

� �
(2)

with ΔH being the apparent activation energy associated with diffusion within the grain boundary.

Asmentioned above, the kinetics of diffusion‐controlled pressure solution are governed by the combined pro-
ductDCS. This parameter encompasses the structure of the grain boundary through the effective cross section
(mean fluid thickness) and the effects of any surface force interactions between the solid, the fluid, and the
dissolved ionic species. Effects of grain boundary diffusion path tortuosity can be accounted for by replacing
D with an effective value of D. For steady‐state pressure solution, many analytical models assume a dynami-
cally stable island‐channel grain boundary structure (Lehner, 1990; Raj, 1982; Spiers & Schutjens, 1990), in
which contact asperities and surrounding grain boundary interfaces undergo continuous dissolution
and precipitation. In this way, the grain boundary does not attain thermodynamic equilibrium but is expected
to evolve into a dynamically rough structure with time‐stationary statistical properties (Lehner, 1990), as has
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been observed in many laboratory experiments (de Meer et al., 2002, 2005; Renard et al., 2012; Schutjens &
Spiers, 1999). However, the assumption of a steady‐state grain boundary structure may be violated when
the stresses on the grain‐grain contacts decrease and surface energy driving forces start to play a role in con-
trolling the energy balancewithin the grain boundary (Schutjens & Spiers, 1999; vanNoort et al., 2008; Visser,
1999). Several experiments (e.g., Schutjens & Spiers, 1999) have shown that the grain boundary structure is
rough and open at high effective contact stress and much more constricted at low effective stress, indicating
an evolution in grain boundary structure with decreasing contact stress. It is therefore expected that the pro-
duct DCS is lower in low porosity aggregates (i.e., low contact stress) than at high porosity.

2.2. Thermodynamics of Grain Boundary Healing and Sealing

In order to further comprehend the evolution of grain contacts under stress, we will now review basic ther-
modynamic concepts that are prerequisites for developing a model for grain boundary structural change dur-
ing compaction by pressure solution.

The chemical equilibrium at a triple junction between two grains of an isotropic solid plus a fluid phase can
be described by the Young‐Dupré relation (e.g., Holness, 1992):

γss ¼ 2γslcos
θeq
2

� �
(3)

Here, γsl and γss denote the solid‐liquid and solid‐solid interfacial energy, respectively, and θeq denotes the
dihedral angle at equilibrium. It was shown byVisser and coworkers (van Noort et al., 2008; Visser, 1999) that
when the dihedral angle θ at the contact margin deviates from the equilibrium value θeq, a thermodynamic
force F (N/m) is exerted on the contact margin, given by:

F ¼ 2γsl cos
θ
2
−cos

θeq
2

� �
¼ 2γslΔcos

θ
2

(4)

This force may drive lateral spreading (neck growth) or retreat (marginal dissolution or undercutting) of the
solid‐solid contact. A dynamically wetted island‐channel structure represents a nonequilibrium state, and as
such is an elevated energy state. This elevated state is thought to be maintained by local stress‐induced per-
turbations that may overcome any surface energy reduction effects (Lehner, 1990; Spiers & Schutjens, 1990;
Visser, 1999). However, if the stress on the grain contact is removed or is reduced below a threshold value at
which the local stress perturbations are insufficient to maintain a dynamically wetted state, the solid‐liquid
interfaces within a grain boundary will reconfigure toward a configuration of disconnected pockets of fluids
that (locally) minimizes the interfacial and total energy content of the grain boundary. In the case of static
growth of the asperities, this process is referred to as grain boundary healing (van Noort et al., 2008;
Visser, 1999).

Following Visser (1999) and van Noort et al. (2008), one can express the potential for lateral growth of
stressed asperities within a grain‐grain contact in terms of a competition between the effects of the applied
stress on the elastic strain energy fel and surface energy. In this treatment, the asperities are viewed as small,
dynamically migrating islands with constant height and a dynamic dihedral angle of θ=0. Then, the chemi-
cal potential Δμi (units: J/m

3) for lateral growth at low fluid pressures compared to the effective stress is
expressed as (van Noort et al., 2008) :

Δμi ¼
F
S
−Δf el ¼

2γsl
S

Δcos
θ
2
−

σc=αð Þ2
2E

(5)

Here, Δfel is the difference between the average value of fel from the stressed island to the grain contact
margin, σc denotes the mean effective normal stress on the grain contact scale (i.e., σn−Pf), α the relative
asperity area fraction, and E the Young's modulus. If Δμi>0, lateral growth of the asperities occurs, driven
by the surface energy force F (first term in the right‐hand side of the equality), dominating over Δfel (second
term in the right‐hand side). If Δμi<0, nett dissolution occurs due to dominance of the stored elastic energy
Δfel. The criterion for static island growth, hence grain boundary healing, is then defined by the condition
Δμi>0, so that the critical effective stress σcrit below which healing occurs can be written in terms of the
equilibrium condition:
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σcrit ¼ 2α

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E
γsl
S
Δcos

θ
2

r
(6)

For effective contact stresses lower than σcrit, it is expected that the surface energy term in equation (5) dom-
inates and that nett growth of the asperities results in healing of the grain boundary. This criterion subdivides
the dynamic wetting versus grain boundary healing fields but does not provide information regarding the
rateof asperity growth in a transient state, in either stressed (pressure dissolving) or unstressed grain con-
tacts. To gain more insight into the interplay between structural evolution of grain boundaries and compac-
tion by pressure solution, we propose a new model below.

3. Microphysical Model for the Effects of Grain Boundary Structural Change on
Pressure Solution
3.1. Grain Boundary Evolution Model

Following Lehner (1990), the grain boundary zone during pressure solution is envisioned to consist of a dyna-
mically rough topography of contact asperities (islands) that are separated by a continuous, interconnected
network of interstitial fluid (channels)—see Figure 1. In previous studies deriving expressions for steady‐
state pressure solution creep, it is generally assumed that the island‐channel network is a steady‐state struc-
ture of which the properties, averaged over the entire grain boundary, remain constant over time (Lehner,
1990; Raj, 1982; Spiers & Schutjens, 1990). Similarly, we assume the average height of the grain boundary
topography (S) to be time invariant. The total area of the grain contact Ac that is occupied by islands (i.e.,
solid‐solid contacts) is denoted by Ass. The contact area Ac increases as grain‐to‐grain convergence proceeds
by pressure solution. It is convenient to define the relative island occupation ratio as α≡Ass/Ac. From this
definition it follows that the area occupied by channels Asl is 1−αð ÞAc. During active pressure solution creep,
mass is transported through the grain boundary peripheral area Ap by a diffusive flux Jp, which is defined
positive when directed outward from the grain boundary into the pore space. Similarly, when the grain
boundary area occupied by islands increases (i.e., when α increases), fluid is expelled out of the grain
boundary, defining a positive advective flux Qp, carrying a mean solute concentration ¯C .

Let us now consider a single disc‐shaped contact between two cylindrical grains with depictions and assump-
tions given in Figure 1 (specifically Figures 1b–1d). During active pressure solution with island growth, and
assuming constant solid density, the mass/volume balance for the solid in the cylindrical, two‐grain contact
is given by:

2AcVps ¼ ApJp þ ¯C Qp þ
d AssSð Þ

dt
þ d ¯CAslSð Þ

dt
¼ ApJp þ AcS¯C

dα
dt

þ AcS
dα
dt

þ Ac 1−αð ÞS d¯C
dt

−AcS¯C
dα
dt
≈ApJp þ AcS

dα
dt

(7)

In the first line of this equation, the different terms represent, in order, mass dissolved from the grain contact
by pressure solution, the diffusive and advective mass fluxes through the grain contact periphery, respec-
tively, the solid mass stored in the islands, and the mass stored as dissolved species in the channels (all in
units of cubic meters per second). We neglect minor changes occurring in the mean solid concentration
¯C in the grain boundary fluid. By noting that all solid volume expelled from the contact (ApJp) will be pre-
cipitated on the free grain or pore walls when diffusion is rate controlling and that the fluid volume expelled
from the grain contact must equal the increase in grain boundary island volume (AcS _α), the fluid volume νf

displaced against the fluid pressure Pf must be

dνf

dt
¼ ApJp þ AcS

dα
dt

¼ 2AcVps (8)

Following Lehner, (1990, 1995), the energy/entropy balance for the two‐grain system represented in Figure
1b, neglecting contributions related to minor changes in solute concentration in the fluid phase, can
be written as follows:
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_W ¼ _F þ Ės þ _Δ (9)

where _W is the mechanical work input rate, _F is the rate of increase of Helmholtz energy of the solid phase,Ės

accounts for the changes in surface stored energy caused by island growth/contraction, and _Δ≥0 is the rate of
dissipation due to irreversible processes (all in units of Joules per second).

For the nett work input rate, we can write (using equations (7) and (8)):

_W ¼ 2σcAcVps−Pf
dνf

dt
¼ 2 σc−Pf
� �

AcVps (10)

For _F, we can write _F ¼ _Fb þ _F gb, that is, as the sum of the energy changes occurring in the grain bodies ( _Fb)

and the solid portion of the grain boundary zone ( _F gb). Here, _Fb is the energy change due to mass removal

from the grain bodies (−2f bAcVps), plus the energy stored in mass precipitation on the pore walls (þ2f bApJp),
so that, using equation (7), we get:

dFb

dt
¼ f b ApJp−2AcVps

� � ¼ −f bAcS
dα
dt

(11)

where f b is the mean‐free energy density of solid stored in the grain body (units: J/m3). In turn

dFgb

dt
¼

d f gbν
s
gb

	 

dt

¼ f gb
dνsgb
dt

þ νsgb
df gb
dt

(12)

where f gb is the mean‐free energy density of the solid in the perturbed grain boundary zone and νsgb is the
volume of solid in the grain boundary zone. Clearly, from Figure 1d, ν˙sgb ¼ AcSα˙. Using this relation, we
combine equations (11)and (12) to give:

Figure 1. Synopsis of the grain geometries adopted in this work. (a) During pressure solution, the envisioned grain con-
tacts exhibit a dynamically stable island‐channel structure (cf. Lehner, 1990), in which the total cross‐sectional area of
solid‐solid contact points (the islands) is Ass, and the total cross‐sectional area that is open to the interstitial fluid (the
channels) is Asl. (b) In deriving the analytical constitutive relations, a cylindrical grain geometry is assumed, here repre-
sented by an analog of a 2‐D cross section of two cylindrical grains. The solid framework is submersed in a fluid of constant
pressure Pf and loaded axially with an effective stress σc, which raises the mean‐free energy density of each grain to f b and
causes convergence at a rate 2Vps. (c) The grain contact is envisioned as a disc‐shaped region of thickness wgb, cross‐sec-
tional area Ac, and radius rc. Mass is transported out of the grain contact region through the open periphery Ap.(d)Within
the grain boundary region, the solid has a mean‐free energy density f gb. The average height of the islands and channels is
denoted by S.
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dF
dt

¼ dFb

dt
þ dFgb

dt
¼ f gb−f b
	 


AcS
dα
dt

þ νsgb
df gb
dt

(13)

The first term on the right‐hand side represents the excess solid energy stored in the grain boundary zone as
the islands grow in volume, and the second corresponds to the change in grain boundary solid energy due to
changing stress/strain concentrations in the evolving grain boundary structure.

The interfacial energy stored in the grain boundary zone is simply the sum Es ¼ γssAcαþ 2γslAc 1−αð Þ of
solid‐solid (ss) and solid‐liquid (sl) interfacial energy (γ) terms (factor of 2 accounting for the solid‐liquid
interfaces on both sides of the contact). This means that

Ės ¼ γssAc
dα
dt

−2γslAc
dα
dt

¼ γss−2γslð ÞAc
dα
dt

(14)

The solid‐solid and solid‐liquid surface energy terms are then related through the Young‐Dupré relation
(Holness, 1992) as given in equation (3):

γss ¼ 2γslcos
θeq
2

(15)

Substitution of this relation into equation (14) gives the following:

Ės ¼ −2γsl 1−cos
θeq
2

� �
Ac

dα
dt

¼ −2γslΔcos
θ
2
Ac

dα
dt

(16)

Note that the definition ofΔcos θ=2ð Þ is equivalent to that of Visser (1999) as given in equation (4) when θ=0,
which is in full agreement with the idealized grain boundary geometry displayed in Figure 1d.

From equation (9), we hence obtain for the total dissipation:

_Δ ¼ _W− _F−Ės ¼ 2 σc−Pf
� �

AcVps þ 2γsl
S

Δcos
θ
2
− f gb−f b
	 
� �

AcS
dα
dt
−νsgb

df gb
dt

(17)

During active pressure solution with negligible inelastic deformation of the solid framework, this dissipation
will be caused by the internal grain contact mass transfer process. Assuming that the rate of mass transfer is
controlled by diffusion, then the dominant dissipative process will be radial grain boundary diffusion, with
any internal short range diffusional dissipation being negligible. Hence, we can express the rate of dissipa-
tion for a radial increment dr due to radial diffusion as (Lehner, 1990; Pluymakers & Spiers, 2015) follows:

d _Δ ¼ −Jrap
∂μ
∂r

dr (18)

where ap ¼ 2 1−αð ÞSπr is the peripheral area at radius r that is open to the radial diffusive flux Jr. The diffu-
sive flux is driven by a gradient in chemical potential μ, as given by Fick's first law:

Jr ¼ −
DCΩ
RT

∂μ
∂r

(19)

Rewriting the solid mass balance equation (7) for a grain boundary element explicitly for the diffusive flux
and substituting equation (19) gives the following:

Jr ¼ ac
ap

2Vps−S
dα
dt

� �
¼ −

DCΩ
RT

∂μ
∂r

⇒
∂μ
∂r

¼ −
RT
DCΩ

ac
ap

2Vps−S
dα
dt

� � (20)

with ac=πr
2 at radius r. Substituting equation (20) into (18) and integrating over the grain contact area gives

the final expression for _Δ:
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Δ˙ ¼ DCΩ
RT

∫
rc
0 ap

∂μ
∂r

� �2

dr ¼ π
2

RT
DCS1−αΩ

2Vps−S
dα
dt

� �2

∫
rc
0 r

3dr ¼ Ac
r2c
8

RT
DCS1−αΩ

2Vps−S
dα
dt

� �2

(21)

Combining equations (17) and (21), and noting from Figure 1d that νsgb ¼ wgb− 1−αð ÞS� �
Ac (wgb being the

width of the grain boundary zone), now leads to the result:

2 σc−Pf
� �

Vps þ 2γsl
S

Δcos
θ
2
− f gb−f b
	 
� �

S
dα
dt
−

wgb− 1−αð ÞS� � df gb
dt

¼ r2c
8

RT
DCs 1−αð ÞΩ 2Vps−S

dα
dt

� �2

(22)

Assuming that the grain boundary zone is thin, so that wgb→S, it is reasonable to suppose that the main con-
tribution to the excess free energy density in the grain boundary solid over the grain bodies, that is, to

f gb−f b
	 


, will be provided by the strain energy fi stored in the highly loaded grain boundary islands.

Taking this to be dominated by the elastic strain energy, we can write (cf. van Noort et al., 2008) the
following:

f gb−f b
	 


≈f i ¼
1
2E

σc

α

	 
2
(23)

where E is the Young's modulus of the solid. Writing f gb≈f i þ f b and noting that f b, the free energy density in
the grain bodies, is constant at constant σc, it follows for df gb=dt in equation (22) that:

df gb
dt

¼ df i
dt

¼ σ2
c

2E
d α−2ð Þ
dt

¼ −
σ2
c

E
1
α3

dα
dt

(24)

Putting these relations for f gb−f b
	 


and df gb=dt into (22) and taking wgb≈S now yields:

2 σc−Pf
� �

Vps þ 2γsl
S

Δcos
θ
2
þ 1
2E

σc

α

	 
2� �
S
dα
dt

¼ r2c
8

RT
DCS 1−αð ÞΩ 2Vps−S

dα
dt

� �2 (25)

For the steady‐state case, when there is no evolution in grain boundary structure ( _α ¼ 0), this relation
reduces to the standard equation for pressure solution convergence velocity at a cylindrical grain contact
(Pluymakers & Spiers, 2015):

Vps ¼ 4DCS 1−αð ÞΩ
RTr2c

σc−Pf
� �

(26)

When the pressure solution rate slows down to approach zero due to obstruction of radial diffusion with
increasing α, that is as Vps→0, equation (25) reduces to

S
dα
dt

¼ 8DCS 1−αð ÞΩ
RTr2c

2γsl
S

Δcos
θ
2
þ 1
2E

σc

α

h i2� �
(27)

which expresses the rate of increase in contact area fraction occupied by islands of solid‐solid contact under
nonequilibrium conditions (compared with the condition for removal of an equilibrium grain boundary
structure from equilibrium given by van Noort et al., 2008). Note that equation (27) describes the rate of
island area increase during active pressure solution. The onset of static island growth is still described by
the equilibrium condition given by van Noort et al. (2008) as follows:
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Δμi ¼
2γsl
S

Δcos
θ
2
−

1
2E

σc

α

	 
2
¼ 0 (28)

This equilibrium criterion marks an unstable fixed point, in that any value of σc/α above a critical value will
cause nett contraction of the islands (Δμi<0), which in turn decreases α and farther removes the grain
boundary from the equilibrium point. Similarly, once σc/α falls below a critical value determined by equa-
tion (5) (i.e., Δμi>0), island growth causes σc/α to decrease further, continuing to remove the grain bound-
ary farther from equilibrium. Initially, α will likely be small (of the order of a few percent; van Noort et al.,
2008), so that the onset of static island growth can only be reached by lowering σc by porosity reduction
(compaction). It is therefore expected that there exists a critical aggregate porosity below which
island growth initiates (van Noort et al., 2008).

Equation (25) is an ill‐conditioned equation containing two unknowns, Vps and _α, and cannot be solved ana-
lytically without further constraints linking Vps and _α, beyond the end‐member cases represented by equa-
tions (26) and (27). In the absence of such constraints, and noting the numerous simplifications and
approximations made in deriving equation (25) for Vps and _α , a first‐order solution to acquiring Vps and _α
can be obtained by assuming that at any instant the pressure solution process and the tendency for islands
to increase in area operate independently. In line with this, we take the rate of pressure solution at an evol-
ving grain contact to be given by equation (26) at any instant, with α evolving with time according to
equation (27).

3.2. Grain Boundary Connectivity

It was mentioned in section 2 that the connectivity and diffusive properties of a grain boundary depend on
the structure of the grain contact. The evolution of the grain boundary as described by the above model for-
mulations must therefore be reflected by the transport properties of the grain boundary, which we will
detail below.

Several microstructural studies have shown that healed grain boundaries contain arrays of fluid inclusions in
the form of isolated spheres or tubes (e.g., Desbois et al., 2012; Hickman & Evans, 1991; Urai et al., 1986). In
grain boundaries that show a lesser degree of healing, these tubes connect up with neighboring inclusions to
form a network that connect the interior of the grain boundary to the pore space (Ghoussoub & Leroy, 2001;
Spiers & Schutjens, 1990). If the density of inclusions, tubes, and pits is high enough, they can provide an
interconnected pathway from the center of the grain boundary into the pore space. In general, this will apply
to a statically healing grain boundary and also to a dynamically wetted grain boundary island‐channel struc-
ture undergoing progressive structural evolution during pressure solution. To estimate the probability that a
given location within the grain boundary is connected to the pore space and to quantify how the transport
properties of the grain boundary change with asperity size and area fraction, we employ percolation theory,
following standard percolation theory formulations (see Stauffer & Aharony, 1992).

In this framework, any random location in the grain boundary rim is assigned an “open” or “closed” state. In
our current view of a grain boundary, the open state corresponds to a channel and is open to the diffusive
mass flux. The closed state can be seen as an asperity (solid‐solid) contact. The probability p of a site being
open is related to the relative asperity contact area α as follows:

p ¼ Asl

Ac
¼ Ac 1−αð Þ

Ac
¼ 1−α (29)

The probability of a site being closed is then 1−pð Þ ¼ α. It can be shown that in an infinitely large system,
clusters of open sites that traverse the entire length of the system exist (i.e., percolation occurs) only when
p>pc. The value of pc can be calculated (analytically or numerically) for various geometries or, in the cur-
rent situation, can be estimated from microstructural estimates of α in the fully sealed state (so that pc=1
−αc), assuming that mass and fluid transport do not proceed once a contact has fully healed (with the
term “healing” loosely referring to the progression of asperity growth; cf. van Noort et al., 2008).
Furthermore, numerous universal scaling relations have been derived that describe transport properties
of the system. For instance, the effective diffusivity of a system of infinite size can be expressed as follows:
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Deff∝ p−pcð Þν (30)

Here, ν assumes a value of 1.16 in 2‐D (Sahimi, 2003). To determine the proportionality constant, we assume
that in the initial, unhealed state, α=α0, p=p0=1−α0, and Deff=D0, so that (30) becomes:

D ¼ Deff ¼ D0 p−pc½ �
p0−pc½ �

� �ν

¼ D0 αc−α
αc−α0

� �ν

(31)

Note that we implicitly assume that the system is infinite in size, which is a valid approximation when the
sizeof the grain‐grain contact far exceeds the characteristic size of an open site (etch pit, fluid inclusion, or
tube size). In the case where this assumption is not valid, the percolation threshold pc is expected to decrease
in magnitude, and percolation of the system is more likely. Additional scaling can be performed to better
represent percolating clusters of finite size (see Stauffer & Aharony, 1992).

As the asperities increase in size, α increases toward αc, and p approaches pc. For p≤ pc (and equivalently
α≥ αc), no percolation occurs and the grain boundary is said to be fully healed and sealed, effectively termi-
nating pressure solution. Mass transfer may still occur internally to restructure the island‐channel network,
breaking up the network in tubes and isolated fluid inclusions (Brantley, 1992). During this, the proportion
of fluid stored in the grain boundary is thought to remain unchanged. Based on microstructural accounts of
healed grain boundaries (see, e.g., Desbois et al., 2012; Ghoussoub & Leroy, 2001; Schutjens, 1991; Urai et al.,
1986), we estimate that the grain contact surface area occupied by solid falls between 0.5 and 0.8, which
bounds the range of values for αc. The value of p0 is estimated to exceed 0.9, corresponding to α0<0.1, as sug-
gested by Renard et al. (2012) and van Noort et al. (2008), although it can be argued that near the onset of
progressive grain boundary island growth, α attains higher values (van Noort et al., 2008). Taking then values
of p0, pc, α0, and αc, and using equation (27) to describe _α, equation (31) now provides a description of the
evolution of Deff.

It is evident how a moderation of the transport properties of the grain boundary can result in a reduction of
the rate of pressure solution, if it is limited by the rate of diffusion (like for halite at room temperature). In the
case that the rate of pressure solution is controlled by the interface reaction rate (like for quartz in the experi-
ments of Niemeijer et al., 2002), the influence of an evolving grain boundary structure will only manifest
itself in the overall pressure solution rate when Deff has been reduced sufficiently for the process to become
controlled by the rate of diffusion. In other words, a switch in rate‐limiting process is anticipated in materials
for which pressure solution is initially interface reaction controlled.

3.3. Scale Dependence of Grain Boundary Topography

Throughout this section, it has been assumed that the average grain boundary roughness S is time and scale
invariant. However, it cannot be excluded that this roughness is dependent on the size of the contact or on
grain boundary stress (cf. Schutjens & Spiers, 1999). We will explore this possibility in more detail by
considering a scale dependence of S.

It has been suggested in numerous studies that (dynamic) interfaces are self‐affine, including natural faults
and joints (Brown & Scholz, 1985; Brodsky et al., 2016; Candela et al., 2012), stylolites (Gratier et al., 2005;
Renard et al., 2004), processed or naturally corroded metal surfaces (Majumdar & Tien, 1990; Shanhua et al.,
2015; Zahouani et al., 1998), and various geomaterials (Avnir et al., 1984; Dieterich & Kilgore, 1996; Wong
et al., 1986). Owing to its self‐affine character, a given surface will appear smoother at larger length scales.
When it is assumed that the average thickness of a grain boundary is controlled by its roughness, then
self‐affinity implies that S∝LH, where L is a characteristic length scale (i.e., the size of the contact) and H
is the Hurst exponent (with H≠1 for self‐affine surfaces; Brodsky et al., 2016). A dynamically evolving grain
boundary may not obey such a scaling law, as the topography may be strongly controlled by fluid‐rock inter-
actions. However, a size‐dependent topography is well established for stylolites over 4–5 orders of magnitude
(see Gratier et al., 2013, and references therein) and has previously been reported for grain interfaces under-
going pressure solution at the micrometer scale (de Meer et al., 2002, 2005; Schutjens & Spiers, 1999). De
Meer et al. (2005) report that the average grain boundary thickness increases with increasing contact width.
This can also be inferred from the observed increase in kinetic constant DCS with increasing contact width
(de Meer et al., 2002), assuming that D and C are scale independent. Furthermore, Schutjens and Spiers
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(1999) observed contact roughness at all resolvable scales, ranging from tens of micrometers to a few hun-
dreds of nanometers, suggesting a fractal topography. Finally, stressed interfaces deforming by elastic
and/or plastic yield are well characterized by a fractal relationship (Brown & Scholz, 1985; Dieterich &
Kilgore, 1996).

Since the chemical potential for asperity growth (or undercutting) depends strongly on S (see equation (27)),
the possibility that S scales with contact size needs to be considered. Therefore, we define S to vary with rc,
following a power law scaling relationship, in line with our preceding discussion of such effects. More
specifically,

S ¼ Sref
rc
rrefc

� �H

(32)

Here, Sref is a reference value corresponding to a radius of contact rrefc , andH is the Hurst exponent. A value of
H=0 results in a scale‐independent (constant) value of S. Using this relation, the asperity growth rate as pre-
dicted by equation (27)is altered through the surface energy term, which contains S in the denominator.For
consistency, the value of S as appearing in the experimentally determined productDCS in equation (1) is also
scaled using the above relation, so that both the rate of pressure solution and that of asperity growth are
affected by the simulated changes in topography. When scaling DCS, we assume that the experimentally

determined value of this product corresponds to DCSref, so that the product scales as DCSref rc=rrefc

� �H
.

Note that equation (32) is purely empirical in nature and therefore has little predictive power. However,
we will only use this relationship to investigate the possible effects of a scale‐dependent contact roughness
on the grain boundary island growth behavior, by comparing simulations with constant S to those where
S is scaled.

3.4. Analytical Model for Pressure Solution With Grain Boundary Evolution

Classically, the constitutive relations for pressure solution creep are derived for a single contact, before being
upscaled to the size of the (porous) aggregate, assuming an average unit cell geometry and stress distribution
(see, e.g., Pluymakers & Spiers, 2015; Rutter & Elliott, 1976; Spiers & Schutjens, 1990). For obtaining a
description of pressure solution with grain boundary evolution analytically, we adopt classical treatments
of the model aggregate by assuming a well‐defined relationship between bulk porosity and the area (or
equivalent radius) of an individual grain‐grain contact. This relationship reads (Pluymakers & Spiers, 2015):

rc ¼ d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F
πZ

f ðϕÞ
r

(33)

Here, F is a shape factor that assumes a value of π for spherical grains and Z is the bulk average coordination
number (modulated by f ϕð Þ). f ϕð Þ is a smooth function that describes the evolution of contact area and coor-
dination with porosity and is chosen such that f(ϕ0)=0 and f(0)=1. Compare Spiers et al. (2004), we define f
(ϕ) as follows:

f ðϕÞ ¼ ϕ0−ϕ
ϕ0

(34)

In this expression, ϕ0 corresponds to the porosity at the start of the experiment, where the area of contact of
grains is relatively small. Using relation (33), the constitutive equations (26) and (27) can then be upscaled
from a single grain‐grain contact to an assembly of packed grains to give:

_ε ¼ 4πAε
Z
F

� �2 DCS 1−αð ÞΩ
RT

σe

d3f ðϕÞ2 (35a)

dϕ
dt

¼ − 1−ϕð Þ ε˙ (35b)

dα
dt

¼ 8π
Z
F
DC 1−αð ÞΩ
RTd2f ðϕÞ

2γsl
S

Δcos
θ
2
þ 1
2E

Z
F

σe

αf ðϕÞ
� �2 !

(35c)

Here, Aε is a geometric factor that assumes a value of 6 for isotropic compaction (Pluymakers & Spiers, 2015).
D is modified by α through equation (31) and S through equation (32). The full set of coupled differential
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equations (equation (35)), complemented with equations (31) and (32), is solved iteratively using the SciPy
ODE package (Jones et al., 2001) to yield the evolution of D, α, strain rate, strain, and porosity with time.

In this presented form, equation (35) encompasses numerous kinetic, geometric, and structural parameters,
each involving various degrees of uncertainty. However, in accordance with the Buckingham π theorem, the
number of truly independent parameters that govern the system's dynamics can be reduced greatly by mak-
ing the following nondimensional substitutions:

t′ ¼ t
DCΩσe
RTd2

(36a)

S′ ¼ S
d

(36b)

Γsl ¼ 2γsl
dσe

Δcos
θ
2

(36c)

Γel ¼ σe

2E
(36d)

G ¼ Z
F

(36e)

which gives

dϕ
dt′

¼ − 1−ϕð Þ4π 1−αð ÞAεS
′

G
f ðϕÞ
� �2

(37a)

dα
dt′

¼ 8π 1−αð Þ G
f ðϕÞ
� �

Γsl

S′
þ G

f ðϕÞ
� �2 Γel

α2

 !
(37b)

Since the parameters Aε and G are constrained by geometry, the only parameters governing the dynamics
of α and ϕ that involve experimental uncertainty are S′, Γsl, and Γel. Out of these three parameters, only S
′ can be said to be poorly constrained by laboratory measurements. In the case that scaling of D and S is
accounted for, two additional parameters (αc and H) appear that are not fully constrained (α0 is con-
strained by the initial condition of α, and ν is fixed to a value of 1.16 in 2‐D; Sahimi, 2003). The sensi-
tivity of the model outcomes to S′ and H will be investigated in more detail in section 4.2 and
discussed further in section 5.1. For the convenience of comparison with laboratory parameters and
values, all quantities and equations will be used in their dimensional form throughout the remainder
of this work.

Lastly, even though this upscaling strategy is highly simplistic, it has been shown to yield valid results in
the case of uniaxial compaction of granular aggregates (Pluymakers & Spiers, 2015; Rutter & Elliott, 1976;
Spiers & Schutjens, 1990). Furthermore, when other deformation mechanisms operating contempora-
neous with pressure solution creep are to be considered (such as grain microcracking), their respective
contributions to the overall strain rate are additive, so that equation (35a) can be extended as a sum over
the strain rates of the individual mechanisms. The total strain rate then enters equation (35b) to describe
the rate of change of porosity, which in turn feeds back into f(ϕ)—see, for example, Chen and
Spiers (2016).
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4. Analytical Model Predictions Versus Experiments on Halite
4.1. Single‐Contact Compression

As a first test of the model derived in the present study, we compare predictions of the increase of solid‐solid
contact area with experimental observations of contact asperity growth reported by Renard et al. (2012). In
these experiments, a transparent halite plate was pressed against a glass base plate, and the evolution of the
area of contact between the halite and the glass plates (“asperities” in the terminology of Renard et al., 2012)
was monitored with an optical microscope connected to a camera. After introduction of a reactive pore fluid
(brine), individual asperities were observed to increase in size, even though the change in distance between
the two plates was measured to be negligibly small. The absence of convergence indicates that pressure solu-
tion or other deformation processes were absent, which matches the end‐member scenario assumed
by equation (27).

For an initial value of α=0.01 and applied stress of σe=0.26 MPa, the average elastic strain energy stored in
the asperities is approximately 9 kJ/m3, which is of the same order as the surface energy term in the onset

criterion given by equation (5) (substituting γsl=0.2 J/m2, Δcos θ2 ¼ 0:18 , and S=8.6μm as estimated by

Renard et al., 2012). From the onset of asperity growth the elastic strain energy contribution to the dynamics
of asperity growth decreases quadratically with increasing α and so rapidly becomes negligible compared to
the surface energy contribution. When the elastic strain energy contribution to equation (27)is neglected, the
resulting ordinary differential equation can be solved analytically to give:

αðtÞ ¼ 1− 1−α0ð Þexp −t
16DCΩ
RTr2c

γsl
S
Δcos

θ
2

� �
(38)

where t is the time since the onset of asperity growth. For small values of the argument of the exponential, α
increases approximately linearly with time (since expðxÞ≈1þ x for x→0), in agreement with the observations
of Renard et al. (2012).

Substituting values of D=2×10−9 m2/s, C=0.15 m3/m3, T=295 K, rc=0.56 cm, and S=8.6 μm (all taken from

Renard et al., 2012) and additionally γsl and Δcos θ2 as cited above, we obtain a well‐constrained evolution of

asperity growth with time. Comparison of the evolution predicted by equation (38)with experimental obser-
vations shows excellent agreement (Figure 2). This agreement suggests that the contact‐scale model given by
equation (27) can quantitatively capture the dynamics of contact asperity growth.

4.2. Granular Aggregate Compaction

After having tested the present model at the contact scale in the absence of pressure solution, we now con-
tinue to test the model performance when pressure solution operates. Here, we compare the deformation
rates measured by Schutjens (1991) in long‐term compaction experiments with the results of our extended

Figure 2. Comparison of the model‐predicted evolution of asperity growth (equation (38)) with the experimental observa-
tions of Renard et al. (2012; data taken from their Figure 9b).
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model for pressure solution plus grain boundary evolution as expressed by equation (35). For this
comparison, we require laboratory data from high‐strain (ϕ<20%) compaction tests performed under
conditions for which diffusion‐controlled pressure solution is the dominant deformation mechanism,
limiting the contribution of, for example, microcracking to the overall rate of compaction. Moreover, the
kinetics of pressure solution need to be well constrained, so that uncertainties in the model constitutive
parameters can be excluded to contribute to discrepancies between the laboratory data and model
predictions. To our best knowledge, only the data set reported by Schutjens (1991) satisfies these specific
criteria, and so we will compare our model outcomes to this data set. The details of the experimental
procedure are given in Appendix .

We start by comparing the predictions of grain boundary evolution (equation (35)) for a constant value of S
with the laboratory data of Schutjens (1991). This comparison is made for each experiment individually—see
Figure 3. The parameters used in the analytical models are given in Table 1. First, we examine a model that
does not consider grain boundary evolution, that is, using equation (35) with _α ¼ 0, so that α and D are con-
stant. At high porosities, there is acceptable agreement between the strain rates predicted by the model and
measured in the experiments, but for porosities <25% the analytical model starts to overestimate the compac-
tion rates. Near the terminal porosity of the experiments, the mismatch between model and experimental
strain rates is up to several orders of magnitude, illustrating that the existing theory of pressure solution does
not describe the compaction behavior at porosities below 20%.

Next, we consider a model where the grain boundary structure evolves, with _α being described by equa-
tion (35c) and D being modified by the instantaneous value of α in accordance with equation (31). The com-
parison between the experimental data andmodel predictions including grain boundary evolution (Figure 3)
shows that when a constant value of S=325 nm is taken, only the data for a grain size range of 125–150μm
(Figure 3d) can be accurately represented by the model, while for all other grain size ranges (Figures 3a–3c),
the model overestimates experimental compaction rates and underestimates the terminal porosity. Although

Figure 3. (a–d) Comparison between analytical models and the laboratory results of Schutjens (1991). For each laboratory
data set, three model results are shown: one where no grain boundary evolution is considered (i.e., equation (35) with _α ¼
0), one where grain boundary evolution is considered with a constant value of S=325 nm, and one where grain boundary
evolution is considered with S∝rHc and H=0.5. Experimental parameters are as indicated in each panel.
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the model with constant S broadly displays the same features as the experimental data, the fit between the
analytical models and compaction data is much improved by allowing S to evolve with the size of the
grain contact (equation (32)), suggesting a scale dependence of S as discussed in section 3.3. However, it
should be noted that in the analytical model approach, upscaling from the grain contact scale to that of
the aggregate (i.e., relating mean grain contact size to porosity) involves an empirical porosity function f
(ϕ). While this has been shown to be accurate for a wide porosity range (Niemeijer et al., 2002; van den
Ende et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2010), it cannot be excluded that the apparent scale dependence of S stems
from the functional form of f(ϕ), which may not accurately represent the evolution of grain contact area
and coordination number with porosity in the experimental samples at lower porosities. Additionally, the
polydispersed (multivalued) distribution of grain sizes in the laboratory aggregates, as well as the
presumed circular contact geometry, may affect the apparent scale dependence of S.

Finally, we compare two models that consider a scale dependence of S∝rHc , with Hurst exponentsH=0.5 and
H=1.1 as suggested by roughness measurements of natural stylolites (e.g., Renard et al., 2004)—see Figure 4.
From the comparison, it is evident that the overall compaction rates are sensitive to the value of H and that
the laboratory data can only be explained by a model with a Hurst exponent of 0.5.

5. Discussion

The analytical model has been compared with laboratory data for isostatic compaction of NaCl aggregates, as
reported by Schutjens (1991). The comparison shows good agreement regarding the trends in compaction
rates, demonstrating that grain boundary evolution involving an increase in solid‐solid contact area asso-
ciated with a decrease in surface energy can explain the retardation of pressure solution creep rates. In spite
of the good quantitative match between the laboratory data and the models, a number of issues remain unre-
solved. Most notably, the structure and dynamics of a wetted grain boundary, and its relation to pressure
solution, require further discussion. In addition, the relevance and implications of the present findings for
pressure solution in nature require examination. These topic will be addressed in the following sections.

5.1. Structure and Dynamics of a Wetted Grain Contact Under Stress

In classical analytical treatments of steady‐state pressure solution (e.g., Lehner, 1995; Pluymakers & Spiers,
2015; Spiers & Schutjens, 1990), the smallest scale that is explicitly considered encompasses a segment of a
grain contact over which a representative average grain boundary structure can be assumed. The local
dynamics of grain contact structure is not made explicit in these models. Instead, a fixed, steady‐state

Table 1
Parameters Used in the Analytical Model Simulations

Parameter Value Units

Nominal grain diameter 62.5, 90.5, 115.5, 137.5 μm
Effective pressure (Pe) 4.3 MPa
Initial porosity (ϕ0) 40.0 %
Geometric constant (Aε) 6 —

Grain shape factor (F) π —

Grain coordination number (Z) 6 —

Kinetic constant (DCS) 1.22×1019a m3/s
Molar volume (Ω) 2.69×10−5 m3/mol3

Temperature (T) 294 K
Surface energy (γsl) 0.2b J/m2

Dihedral angle mismatch (Δcos θ2) 0.18c —

Asperity Young's modulus (E) 37 GPa
Initial asperity occupation ratio (α0) 0.15 —

Terminal asperity occupation ratio (αc) 0.8 —

Reference grain boundary thickness (Sref) 325 nm
Reference contact radius (rrefc ) 35 μm
Hurst exponent (H) 0.5 —

Note.The sequence of grain sizes above corresponds to the mean of the grain size ranges of experiments L1, L2, L3, and
L4, respectively, as reported by Schutjens (1991). aSpiers et al. (1990). bVisser (1999) using the approximation by
Israelachvili (1986). cLewis and Holness (1996).
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structure is assumed. However, for a rigorous investigation of the evolution of the structure of a wetted grain
boundary under stress, this local scale needs to be considered explicitly, without assuming steady state. In
our analysis presented in section 3.1, we made a number of simplifying assumptions regarding the
distribution of the local free energy and the structure of the grain boundary zone. These assumptions were
required in order to derive closed‐form expressions for the structural evolution of the grain boundary,
given our present knowledge on the processes that control the dynamics of dissolution, diffusion, and
precipitation at the scale of a single island.

An important gap in our knowledge remains the lack of a quantitative description of the processes that cause
the grain boundary to remain dynamically rough when subjected to a sufficiently high state of stress. See‐
through experiments (Schutjens & Spiers, 1999) demonstrate that an optically flat interface undergoing pres-
sure solution can regenerate a rough topography when the stress supported by the interface is raised. Such
behavior is not reflected by our present model describing grain boundary evolution (equation (27)).
Closely related to these observations is the possibility that the grain boundary roughness and correspond-
ingly the mean thickness S of the interstitial fluid film are scale dependent. In situ spectroscopy experiments
performed by de Meer et al. (2005) on a single grain contact revealed that S increases over time, concurrent
with widening of the stressed interface. However, it is presently not clear whether this is a transient effect or
if a steady‐state value of S is attained for a constant size of the contact.

In the context of the topographic evolution of stylolites, Renard et al. (2004; see also Schmittbuhl et al., 2004)
proposed a Langevin‐type model describing the growth of stylolites as a competition between stress‐induced
roughening and surface energy‐driven smoothening, in the presence of stochastic noise (e.g., spatiotemporal
heterogeneity in dissolution kinetics). This model predicts an effective Hurst exponent of H=1.2 at small
length scales, and H=0.4 at large length scales, corresponding with the dominance of either stress or surface
energy in controlling the dynamics of the system, respectively. The transition from one regime to the other is
governed by a characteristic length scale lc, given as follows:

Figure 4. (a–d) Comparison between analytical models and the laboratory results of Schutjens (1991). For each laboratory
data set, two model results are shown: one where grain boundary evolution is considered withS∝rHc andH=0.5 (solid line)
and one with H=1.1 (dashed line). Experimental parameters are as indicated in each panel.
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lc ¼ Eγsl
2σ2

0 1−ν2ð Þ (39)

where σ0 is the normal stress acting across the stylolite dissolution plane and ν is the Poisson ratio of the
solid. The predicted values of the Hurst exponent and the interpretation of lcwere found to be in good agree-
ment with measurements of the Hurst exponent for natural stylolite samples, which were characterized by
end‐member Hurst exponents ofH=0.5 andH=1.1. By interpreting a stressed grain contact undergoing pres-
sure solution as a “microstylolite,” the corresponding value of the Hurst exponent (either 0.5 or 1.1) can be
estimated based on the magnitude of lc relative to the size of the grain contact. For porosities larger than zero,
the stress acting across the contact is amplified with respect to the externally imposed stress or effective pres-
sure (4.3 MPa in the experiments of Schutjens, 1991), and so we adopt an elevated contact stress value of
σ0=σc=20 MPa. Further substitution of E=37 GPa, γsl=0.2 J/m3, and ν=0.25 yields a characteristic length
scale lc=10 μm, which is smaller than the mean grain contact size (being of the order of the grain size).
This estimation suggests that on the scale of the grain contacts, long‐range stress effects dominate the
dynamics and accordingly the Hurst exponent assumes a value of 0.4–0.5, in agreement with the estimated
value of H=0.5 in the simulations.

Following the reasoning above, it can be argued that materials other than halite (e.g., calcite) will exhibit
similar values of lc at a given value of stress, as lc is only linearly dependent on the material/interface proper-
ties (E, γsl). On the other hand, the effective contact stress exerts a quadratic control on lc, and so the model of
Renard et al. (2004) predicts a strong sensitivity of the grain contact Hurst exponent on porosity, fluid pres-
sure, and applied stress. Furthermore, for aggregates exhibiting small grain sizes of the order of micrometers
(such as for fault gouges), the grain contact size will generally be much smaller than lc, so that compaction of
such aggregates is expected to be governed by a Hurst exponent in the range of 1.1–1.2. As can be seen in
Figure 4a, such an increase in Hurst exponent dramatically diminishes the rate of compaction by pressure
solution for small grain sizes. Laboratory measurements of compaction of coarse‐grained aggregates may
therefore not be representative for those of fine‐grained aggregates.

5.2. Relation Between Grain Boundary Evolution and Intergranular Pressure Solution

When considering static island growth driven by surface energy (e.g., van Noort et al., 2008), each individual
island may have an unconstrained (infinite) lifetime, in that it may grow without being completely removed
by dissolution over the lifetime of the grain contact. However, in order to achieve grain convergence when
pressure solution operates, it is required that the entire grain boundary zone fully dissolves and rejuvenates
its islands in a finite amount of time. If this were not the case, that is, if islands would not fully dissolve, then
nett dissolution would only occur by deepening of the channels (increasing S), which does not produce grain
convergence. As a corollary, the lifetime of each individual island must be finite (i.e., it must fully dissolve),
and new islands must form by nonuniform dissolution and compression of the grain contact, if pressure solu-
tion were to operate. This provokes a paradoxical interpretation of the grain boundary evolution model
described in section 3: An increasing value of α (the area fraction occupied by islands) seems suggestive of
growth of individual islands, similar to the case of static island growth with no pressure solution.
However, α reflects a spatial average of the total area occupied by islands, rather than describing the size
and shape of individual islands. During active pressure solution, the nett rate of dissolution of islands may
be reduced (induced by local changes in free energy) compared to the rate of formation of islands, resulting
in a nett increase in α, even though islands still exhibit a finite lifetime.

Although it is explicitly assumed in themodel derivation of section 3.1 that pressure solution is operative dur-
ing (dynamic) grain boundary evolution, it can be questioned whether this assumption is valid or whether
pressure solution is immediately arrested as soon as the nett volume occupied by islands starts to increase
(static growth). A number of optical imaging experiments report negligible convergence during growth of
interface asperities (Renard et al., 2012) or of the stressed contact between a plano‐convex lens pressed against
a flat plate (Beeler & Hickman, 2015; Hickman & Evans, 1991, 1992), under conditions favorable for pressure
solution. These observations suggest that pressure solution does not operate during structural evolution of the
grain contact. However, as was noted by Schutjens and Spiers (1999), the plano‐convex geometry employed in
the experiments of Hickman and Evans (1991, 1992; and of Beeler & Hickman, 2015) promotes contact
growth due to the large radius of curvature at the contact margin. In the experiments of Renard et al.
(2012), the nominal contact stress was low (0.26 MPa) and the contact asperities large in size (up to
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300 μm). These experiments may therefore not be representative for our envisioned dynamic island‐channel
structure at the scale of tens to a few hundreds of nanometers.

In optically monitored grain‐to‐grain contact experiments conducted by Schutjens and Spiers (1999), all
experiments showed convergence concurrent with an evolving grain boundary structure. Particularly, their
experiment T4 displayed a gradual smoothing of an initially rough grain contact over the course of 25 days,
until an optically smooth interface topography was achieved. Upon stepwise increasing the load on the con-
tact, the grain contact reroughened and the initial roughness was recovered (see Figure 10 in Schutjens &
Spiers, 1999). This example illustrates that pressure solution can continue to operate during grain
boundary evolution.

5.3. Implications of the Present Findings for Pressure Solution in Nature

We have established that grain boundary evolution may significantly retard pressure solution creep rates in
monomineralic aggregates at high volumetric strains and low porosities (<20%). Our models for pressure
solution concurrent with grain boundary evolution have been compared with isostatic compaction data on
halite, which has previously been adopted in laboratory tests as an analog material for quartz at hydrother-
mal conditions (Bos et al., 2000; Niemeijer et al., 2009). Although the material properties of halite are dissim-
ilar from those of quartz, the processes involved in deformation of halite aggregates (e.g., pressure solution)
have similarly been recognized to operate in quartz aggregates at the relevant conditions (de Boer et al., 1977;
Heald, 1955; van Noort et al., 2008). This notion receives further support from the high‐strain compaction
tests performed on quartz by Niemeijer et al. (2002), reporting similar compaction trends at temperatures
in the range of 400–600 °C as have been observed by Schutjens and Spiers (1999) in halite at room tempera-
ture conditions. Even though the process that limits the rate of pressure solution at high porosities is different
for halite at room conditions than it is for quartz at hydrothermal conditions (diffusion versus dissolution,
respectively; Niemeijer et al., 2002; Schutjens & Spiers, 1999), it is expected that diffusion will become rate
limiting for both materials at low porosities (see section 3.2). The models for pressure solution and grain
boundary evolution derived in this study may therefore generally apply to other materials, in a laboratory
setting as well as in nature.

In contrast to many laboratory tests performed on monomineralic aggregates, natural sediments and fault
gouges are often heterogeneous in composition. Given that solid‐liquid and solid‐solid interface energies play
an important role in controlling the structural evolution of grain boundaries, the efficiency of grain boundary
evolution as envisioned in this work can be challenged. A reduced efficiency of grain boundary evolution dri-
ven by surface energy has been observed in several laboratory experiments: Beeler and Hickman (2015)
observed that quartz‐sapphire interfaces of compressed plano‐convex lenses do not show grain contact
spreading (neck growth), in contrast to quartz‐quartz interfaces. Similarly, the inhibiting effect of bimineral
interfaces was inferred from the difference in convergence rates measured in experiments conducted on
halite‐halite and halite‐silica interfaces (Hickman & Evans, 1991). Hickman and Evans (1992) showed that
neck growth is faster for monomineralic interfaces with a lower crystallographic misorientation. And lastly,
in the compaction experiments of Zubtsov et al. (2004), pure halite aggregates displayed lower compaction
rates than mixtures of halite and calcite, even though calcite is characterized by slower pressure solution
kinetics than halite. This behavior was attributed to a reduced efficiency of healing of halite‐calcite interfaces
and correspondingly the inhibition of retardation of pressure solution as compared to pure aggregates. These
observations suggest that the potential for grain boundary evolution is reduced by the solid‐liquid and solid‐
solid interfacial energies associated with an incompatible bimineral configuration or possibly by a strong
contrast in dissolution or precipitation rates of each of the minerals in contact. This has implications for
the compaction behavior of polymineralic aggregates in nature: Relatively pure (monophase) aggregates
may experience significant retardation in pressure solution creep rates at low porosities, whereas mixed,
polyphase aggregates may not. This effect is noticeable when comparing compaction rates of single‐phase
aggregates with polyphase aggregates in laboratory compaction tests (e.g., Niemeijer & Spiers, 2002;
Zubtsov et al., 2004).

The operation (or absence) of grain boundary evolution holds important implications for the time‐dependent
restrengthening of faults. It is generally acknowledged that (in the presence of a reactive pore fluid) natural
faults densify during interseismic times, for which pressure solution creep is an important mechanism at in
situ conditions (Chester & Chester, 1998; Evans & Chester, 1995; Holdsworth et al., 2011; Smeraglia et al.,
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2017). The compaction of faults is thought to contribute to the restrengthening of a fault after a seismic event
(Angevine et al., 1982; Sleep & Blanpied, 1992; Yasuhara et al., 2005), and so faster compaction rates would
result in a larger buildup of frictional strength over a seismic cycle. If grain boundary evolution operates
efficiently, compaction and frictional restrengthening by pressure solution may be severely inhibited. On
the other hand, it was remarked by Hickman and Evans (1991) that healed interfaces exhibit significant
cohesive strength, and so grain boundary evolution (and associated sealing of the grain boundary) may
contribute to the total fault strength by generating contact‐scale cohesion. The time‐dependent
strengthening of fault could therefore arise from compaction by pressure solution and from cohesion
generated by grain boundary evolution (as was recently observed by van den Ende & Niemeijer, 2019).
Naturally, fault strengthening through grain contact sealing requires that the structure of the grain
boundaries be unperturbed by contact renewal processes such as granular flow, contributing to the
competition between time‐dependent strengthening and slip‐dependent weakening (e.g., Chen & Spiers,
2016). In fault gouges of polymineralic composition (particularly when phyllosilicates are abundant)
restrengthening by compaction is promoted, but restrengthening by time‐dependent cohesion may be
negligible if grain boundary island growth is the sole mechanism for generating cohesion. This presents
opportunities for future research and an application of the models developed in this work in the context of
fault and earthquake mechanics.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we have derived expressions that describe the evolution of the grain boundary structure within
stressed grain contacts undergoing pressure solution. We have focused on the interplay between growth in
asperity contact area and pressure solution creep and the ultimate cessation of pressure solution when the
grain boundary fluid connectivity breaks down, in the approach to the percolation threshold. The resulting
analytical relations describing the rate of pressure solution and of the increase in grain boundary solid con-
tact area at individual grain contacts have been used to predict single contact and aggregate behavior, assum-
ing a uniform pack of identical grains to upscale contact behavior to the aggregate scale. The predicted rate of
growth of contact‐scale asperities has been directly compared with optical measurements of Renard et al.
(2012) on halite‐glass single interfaces. The upscaled compaction behavior of granular aggregates as pre-
dicted by our new model has been compared with the compaction experiments on NaCl conducted by
Schutjens (1991). From these comparisons, we conclude the following:
1. Overall, grain boundary evolution involving asperity growth can explain the large reduction in pressure

solution strain rates with decreasing porosity seen in experiments. The discrepancy between experimen-
tal compaction rates and predictions from analytical models that do not include grain boundary evolution
(i.e., when the grain boundary structure and effective diffusivity are constant) can be fully accounted for
when an evolving grain boundary structure and fluid channel constriction are considered.

2. When a constant value for the grain boundary thickness (S) is assumed, the predicted strain rates do not
compare well with the full laboratory data set. Rather, model results with constant S only compare well
for a single specific grain size range, suggesting that the grain size dependence is not captured properly.
However, when S is assumed to scale with the size of the contact, corresponding to a self‐affine grain
boundary topography, the entire data set can be modeled with a single set of parameters. While this does
not prove that S is scale dependent, it does suggest that actively dissolving interfaces may display a fractal
geometry, in line with previous observations on stylolite interfaces. To further validate the model, the
characteristics of such interfaces need to be better constrained.

3. The new models for pressure solution concurrent with grain boundary evolution provide means to inves-
tigate long‐term compaction behavior of relatively pure (monophase) natural aggregates under in situ
conditions. However, the driving force for grain boundary evolution provided by differences in solid‐
solid and solid‐liquid surface energy may be diminished or absent bimineral interfaces, so that polyphase
aggregates may not exhibit a pronounced retardation of pressure solution creep rates as seen in mono-
phase aggregates. This is of particular interest to the investigation of interseismic restrengthening of
gouge‐filled faults, which often feature a heterogeneous mineralic composition.

Our model for pressure solution concurrent with structural evolution of the grain boundary provides new
insights into the process of pressure solution and demonstrates the relevance of explicitly considering the
structure of a wetted grain contact under stress. This warrants future research into the structure dynamics
and evolution of grain boundaries in stressed fluid‐rock systems in greater detail.
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Appendix A: Laboratory Procedure of Schutjens (1991)
In the laboratory experiments performed by Schutjens (1991), the sample material was prepared from a batch
of analytical grade granular halite (NaCl; Merck Chemical Company) which was double sieved to the desired
grain size fractions. The samples were created by funneling the granular halite into latex balloon mem-
branes, which were subsequently inflated and slowly deflated to form well‐rounded samples with an average
diameter of 5.5±0.5 cm. Next, the balloons were sealed around a stainless steel pore fluid pipe that was ter-
minated by a permeable end cap, and the assembly was mounted inside a silicone oil medium hydrostatic
pressure vessel. The pressure in this vessel was servocontrolled within 0.01 MPa, and volumetric changes
in the sample were measured using a system of burettes connected to the pore fluid pipe. With this system,
volumetric strain rates down to 10×10−9 s−1 could be resolved. Data were recorded manually, with 42 data
points measured over the duration of the experiments. All compaction tests were carried out at room tem-
perature conditions. First, the sample was loaded dry up to 2.15 MPa and precompacted for a duration of
about 30 min, after which the pressure was lowered to a value of 0.05 MPa to keep the balloon membrane
pressed against the sample. The pore fluid was subsequently introduced by vacuum flushing. Finally, the ves-
sel was pressurized to a target effective pressure of 4.3 MPa, and the sample was allowed to compact over a
duration of 21 days. The sample porosities were measured before and after the experiment using the
Archimedes technique, and instantaneous porosities were estimated based on the sample volumetric
changes while it was mounted in the apparatus. A total of four experiments was conducted, and their char-
acteristics are displayed in Table A1.
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